We show that the weak equivalence principle (WEP) is violated for a quantum particle in a gravitational wave (GW) background. In a freely-falling frame, the expected trajectory of a quantum particle is independent of the GW, but its probability distribution is not. By monitoring the position of the particle, extra mass information can be extracted due to the GW, in violation of the WEP. We then ask, can the probability distribution of a quantum particle be used as a GW detector? In principle yes, but in practice unlikely, due to the unfeasibly high accuracy of particle detection required.
I. INTRODUCTION
The weak equivalence principle states that point particles in free-fall will follow trajectories that are independent of their mass. This principle underpins classical gravitational theory. In the context of classical theory the WEP is well defined; in quantum theory however, the WEP is ill-defined. This is because under the Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, point particles and trajectories are ambiguous concepts. The problem is further highlighted when one compares the classical action of a particle with mass m in a gravitational field with the quantum action of a wavefunction ψ of a massive spin- 1 2 particle. The classical action is
where ds 2 = g µν dx µ dx ν . As m appears simply as a multiplicative factor, it does not feature in the equations of motion. This is consistent with the WEP. In comparison, the quantum action is
where D µ is the covariant derivative in curved spacetime. In this case m simply is not a multiplicative factor, and features in the Dirac equation [Eq. (4) ].
Given the difficulties with interpreting the WEP in a quantum context, an alternative formulation has been offered by Seveso and Paris [1] . In their formulation, they encode an object's trajectories in the Fisher information. The WEP's notion that free-falling trajectories should be independent of mass, is reformulated as the statement that the Fisher information of a free-falling object is invariant with mass. In this information-theoretic framework, violation of the WEP means that one may extract information about an object's mass in free-fall. This information-theoretic formulation of the WEP has the advantage that it is extendable to quantum objects in an unambiguous manner. * quach.james@gmail.com Under this formulation Seveso and Paris showed that quantum objects in a static uniform gravitation field does not violate the WEP, whereas in a non-uniform gravitational field they do. The classical analogue of this is that extended classical objects in non-uniform gravitational fields do not follow geodesics [2] . In this paper we show that quantum objects in a uniform but time-dependent gravitational field violates the WEP; in particular, we look at GWs. This does not have a classical analogue, as extended classical objects in the GW co-ordinates with uniform but time-dependent gravitational fields, do follow geodesics. As such, this work reinforces the idea that quantum objects violate the WEP in fundamental ways. We will then consider whether such violations can be used as a basis for GW detectors. In Sec. II we define the Fisher information. In Sec. III we look at quantum particles in static gravitational fields. In Sec. IV we look quantum particles in GWs.
II. FISHER INFORMATION
The Fisher information gives the amount of information that an observable random variable provides about an unknown parameter. In our case, the random variable is the position of the particle x, and the unknown parameter is its mass m. For a particle with wave function ψ(x, t), the Fisher information is
In the absence of gravity, observation of the position of the particle can betray information about its mass. For example, a free Gaussian wave packet spreads with variance σ 2 (t) = σ 2 (0) + t/2m; one may extract information about its mass by monitoring its position. Formulation of the WEP in terms of Fisher information states that the presence of a gravitational field should not produce more information about the mass of a particle, i.e. F x (m) = F x (m) free , where F free x (m) is the Fisher information in the absence of a gravitational field.
III. SCHWARZSCHILD FIELD
Prior work took the non-relativistic limit of the Klein-Gordon equation in a curved space-time background, to derive the Hamiltonian in a weak gravitational field [1] . As an alternative derivation, we begin with the Dirac equation in curved space-time, which describes a spin-1/2 particle of rest mass m in a gravitational field,
The spacetime metric g µν can be related at every point to a tangent Minkowski space η ab via tetrads e a µ , g µν = e a µ e b ν η ab . The tetrads obey the orthogonality conditions e a µ e ν a = δ ν µ , e a µ e µ b = δ a b . We use the convention that Latin indices represent components in the tetrad frame. The spinorial affine connection Γ µ = i 4 e a ν (∂ µ e νb + Γ ν µσ e σb )σ ab , where Γ ν µσ is the affine connection and σ ab ≡ i 2 [γ a , γ b ] are the generators of the Lorentz group. γ a are gamma matrices defining the Clifford algebra {γ a , γ b } = −2η ab , with spacetime metric signature (−, +, +, +). We use the Einstein summation convention where repeated indices (µ, ν, σ, a, b = {0, 1, 2, 3}) are summed.
We will consider the Schwarzschild metric in isotopic coordinates (x 0 ≡ ct),
Under this metric Eq. (4) can be written in the familiar Schrödinger picture
A means by which to write down the non-relativistic limit of the Dirac Hamiltonian with relativistic correction terms is provided by the Foldy-Wouthuysen (FW) transformation [4] . The FW transformation is a unitary transformation which separates the upper and lower spinor components. In the FW representation, the Hamiltonian and all operators are block-diagonal (diagonal in two spinors). There are two variants of the FW transformation known as the standard FW (SFW) [4] and exact FW (EFW) [3, [5] [6] [7] transformations. We will use here the EFW transformation.
Central to the EFW transformation is the property that when H anti-commutes with J ≡ iγ 5 β, {H, J} = 0, under the unitary transformation
the transformed Hamiltonian is even (even terms do not mix the upper and lower spinor components, odd terms do),
Note that as β is an even operator and J is an odd operator, Eq. (10) is an even expression which does not mix the positive and negative energy states. Our Hamiltonian satisfies the EFW anti-commutation property. Using the identity α i α j = iǫ ijk σ k I 2 + δ ij I 4 , the perturbative expansion of √ H 2 yields to first order,
Note that √ H 2 = { √ H 2 } even = HI 2 contains only even terms, and therefore { √ H 2 } odd = 0 in Eq. (10). Taking the weak-limit gravitational field limit so that,
we get (g ≡ −GM r/r 3 )
In Eq. (13) we arrive at a Hamiltonian of particle in a static gravitational well, which one may have simply written down by intuition. However, we have chosen to follow the formal derivation of taking the FW transformation of the Dirac equation in curved spacetime, as we will use this formalism to derive the Hamiltonian of a particle in GW background in Sec. IV, which cannot be simply written down by intuition.
The evolution of a quantum particle is governed by the time-evolution operator U = e −iHt . Taking the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion of U to second-order, the time-evolution operator in a Schwarzschild field is ( = 1) [1]
where U free = exp(−imc 2 t) exp(−it∆/2m) is the free time-evolution operator in the absence of any gravitational field. Note that the exp(−imc 2 t) term only acts as a constant phase factor in the non-relativistic limit, and therefore can be ignored.
A. Uniform gravitational field
As our gravitational field is spherically symmetric, we can reduce our problem to one spatial dimension in the radial direction. We consider a Gaussian wave packet,
as this is most amenable to comparison with a classical particle; our results however are generalisable to any wave function. For probe particles travelling over small distances, it is usual to take the terrestrial gravitational field as uniform. In the uniform gravitational case,
Using the fact that the momentum operator is a translation operator in the conjugate position space, the time evolution of the wave function [ψ(
where ψ(x, t) free = U free ψ(x, 0) is the free wave function in the absence of a gravitational field. Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (17), the expected position of the wave packet in a uniform gravitational field is
This is the geodesic of a freely-falling classical particle with no initial momentum in a uniform gravitational field g. As with the classical case, the expected trajectory of the quantum particle is independent of its mass, in alignment with the WEP. Along with translating the wave function by gt 2 /2, the uniform gravitational field induces a mass-dependent phase factor in Eq. (17). This mass-dependent phase factor however, is not present in the probability distribution, |ψ(x, t)| 2 = |ψ free (x − gt 2 /2, t)| 2 . Therefore, by a change of variable (u = x − gt 2 /2), we see that the uniform gravitational field does not produce any extra mass information, i.e.
B. Non-uniform gravitational field
If we do not make the approximation that g is uniform, than we must use the time-evolutation operator of Eq. (14). In this case the wave function is [1] ψ(x, t) ≈ exp
where
The wavefunction consists of simple phase factors in front of ψ free . However, unlike the uniform gravitational case, the translation of ψ free is mass dependent owing to the second term in d. This is in violation of the WEP, which states that the trajectory of a test particle should be mass independent in a gravitational field. The mass Fisher information cannot be reduced to that of the free case. Interestingly, one notes that if operator p was approximated with its classical counter part mv, the mass dependence once again disappears.
The violation of the WEP of a quantum particle in a non-uniform gravitational field can find analogy in the extended classical body. For an extended classical body in a non-uniform gravitational field, different parts of the body will experience different gravitational field strengths. This will cause it to deviate from the trajectory of a point mass located at its centre of mass [2] .
IV. GRAVITATIONAL WAVE
The metric for a generally polarised linear plane GW is
where u = u(t − z) and v = v(t − z) are functions which describe a wave propagating in the z-direction. We will consider the case of a circularly polarised GW travelling along the z-direction, i.e. v = f = f 0 cos(kz − ωt) and u = if . Under this metric Eq. (4) can be written in the familiar Schrödinger picture [8] 
with
Applying the EFW (or SFW) transformation and ignoring higher-order terms one arrives at [9] 
We would like to know how a Gaussian wave packet behaves in a GW background. We will consider the wave packet located at z = 0, in one spatial dimension x, without loss of generality in our conclusions [10] ,
We apply the unitary transformation operator U = e −iHGWt to Eq. (26) to get the time-evolution of a wave packet in a GW background (see Appendix A for derivation),
The expected position of the wavepacket in a GW background is
In other words, the particle is expected to remain at rest in the co-ordinate system of Eq. (22). This actually is not surprising as this is also what happens in the classical case. In the classical case, the presence of a GW is measured in the change of the proper distance between two particles. Using Eq. (3) we calculate the mass Fisher information of the particle in a the GW, and compare it to the free case. For convenience we assume units where , m, f 0 , ω are unity. Fig. 1 plots the difference in the mass Fisher information in a GW background from the free case, showing that in general it is different from zero. This means that one can extract mass information of the particle from the GW, in violation of the WEP.
For a non-uniform gravitational field, the violation of the WEP in a quantum particle finds a classical anologue in an extended classical body. There is no such classical analogue for the violation of the WEP in a GW. In the GW considered, the gravitaional field is constant in the xy-plane, as the GW propagates in the z-direction. Now the analogue of a quantum particle spread over the xyplane, is a classical body extended in the xy-plane. In the quantum case the WEP is violated, but in the analogous The probability of detecting a particle (at x = 0) always decreases over time for a free particle in the absence of a GW (dotted line). In comparison, the probability of detecting the same particle can increase in the presence of the GW (solid line). Units are chosen so that = m = f0 = ω = 1.
classical case, there is no such violation as the extended classical body experiences a uniform gravitational field. As a GW can betray the mass of a quantum particle, it is tantalising to ask whether one could use this fact to detect the presence of a GW. The answer is: in principle yes, but in practice unlikely or at least with great difficulty. Let us consider a particle detector that is at rest in the local co-ordinate system, measuring the probability of a particle being at position x 0 . At time t 0 , we place a particle at x 0 . In the absence of the GW, the probability of detecting the particle always decreases as the wave function spreads according to Schrdinger's equation, as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 2 . In the presence of the GW, the behaviour of the particle is distinctly different; in particular the probability of detecting the particle at x 0 can increase, as shown by the solid line in Fig. 2 . Therefore, in principle one could simply look for these characteristic increases in the probability of particle detection as signatures of a GW. In practice however, these characteristic increases in the probability of detection is restrictively small for known GW sources. For example, for a rubidium atom (m = 1.4 × 10 −25 kg) in GW with a generous amplitude of f 0 = 10 −14 [9] ( = 1.05 × 10 −34 Js) one would require a probability detection resolution of 10 −32 to detect the effects of the GW. Given that this is only 2 orders of magnitude larger than the ultimate Planck scale of 10 −34 , it would seem that using the violation of the WEP in quantum particles to detected GWs in the manner described, is unlikely.
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown that quantum particles violate the WEP a in GW background. We also argue that, although in principle this violation could be used to detect the presence of GWs, in practice it is unlikely to be feasible due to the high accuracy of particle detection required.
